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Abstract— This paper presents a method to enable a robot
using stochastic Model Predictive Control (MPC) to achieve
high performance on a repetitive path-following task. In particular, we consider the case where the accuracy of the model for
robot dynamics varies significantly over the path–motivated by
the fact that the models used in MPC must be computationally
efficient, which limits their expressive power. Our approach is
based on correcting the cost predicted using a simple learned
dynamics model over the MPC horizon. This discourages the
controller from taking actions that lead to higher cost than
would have been predicted using the dynamics model. In
addition, stochastic MPC provides a quantitative measure of
safety by limiting the probability of violating state and input
constraints over the prediction horizon. Our approach is unique
in that it combines both online model learning and cost learning
over the prediction horizon and is geared towards operating a
robot in changing conditions. We demonstrate our algorithm
in simulation and experiment on a ground robot that uses a
stereo camera for localization.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Model Predictive Control (MPC) has been demonstrated
as an effective tool for tasks such as path-following. In
particular, repetitive path-following is relevant for many
applications including package delivery, patrol, and transit.
The main challenge is that robot dynamics can change,
e.g., due to weather or added payload, and are often not
known exactly. Errors in the model for the robot dynamics
(dynamics model) affect the cost computed in MPC and
hence tracking performance. We present a method to take
into account errors in predicting the cost over the MPC
horizon and hence improve tracking performance; especially
when the accuracy of the dynamics model varies over the
path both spatially and temporally.
The most common way to improve the performance of
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is to improve the dynamics
model. Researchers in this area continue to demonstrate
new and improved methods for learning robot dynamics.
Many of these methods are based on Gaussian process regression [1]–[6], local linear regression [7]–[11], and neural
networks [12], [13]. All of these methods, however, limit
the expressive power of the model in some way to meet the
computational requirements of MPC, which requires solving
a (nonlinear) optimization problem at each sampling time.
For GP-based methods, the number of basis points is limited
and kernel hyperparameters are often fixed. Both neural
networks and local linear regression assume a fixed form for
the system dynamics in terms of a fixed feature or neural
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network architecture. This can limit the performance of
these algorithms because the accuracy of the chosen function
approximation may vary–especially if the robot is deployed
in changing operating conditions. In addition, such models
are usually trained to predict for one time-step in contrast to
the long horizons used in MPC. Making accurate multi-step
predictions remains an active area of study [14], [15].
Alternatively to improving the model for robot dynamics, the methods in [16]–[18] learn the value function–
the discounted sum of rewards from a given state to the
completion of the task–from data and leverage MPC for
efficient short-term trajectory optimization. In [16], [17], the
authors iteratively expand a set of sampled safe states–and
their associated value–so that an MPC-based controller can
minimize the total cost to complete the task by using a
model-based prediction over the MPC horizon and the value
of the sampled safe states for the cost of the final state in
the horizon. In [18], the authors learn the value function
using function approximation and showed how combining
it with receding horizon control could accelerate learning.
While estimating the value function using data does improve
performance, these methods still rely on a dynamics model
for making predictions over the MPC horizon. In contrast, we
correct the cost over the MPC horizon to account for varied
model accuracy. We also account for changes in operating
conditions by inferring which previous runs resulted in
similar cost prediction error to the current run.
In addition to learning just the value function, the authors
of [19] proposed a method to modify the cost function of
MPC over the prediction horizon and demonstrated it in simulation. The goal was to enable a short-horizon controller to
mimic the behaviour of a longer-horizon controller computed
offline using a better model for robot dynamics. In this case,
the long-horizon controller was still model-based. In contrast,
we correct the cost over the MPC horizon to account for cost
prediction errors based on past experience directly.
Our method is inspired by ideas from reward shaping,
whereby the reward function (which provides rewards for
incremental actions) is modified to encourage and discourage
behaviours that lead to high and low reward respectively
[20]. Reward shaping has been shown to be effective for
model-based learning in simple scenarios where safety is
not a major consideration [21] as well as for episodic tasks
[22] like repetitive path following. Our method builds on
these ideas to improve performance of a physical robot
in challenging outdoor conditions in addition to leveraging
stochastic MPC to account for model uncertainty. We use the
term cost learning to be consistent with the MPC literature

which considers a cost function rather than a reward function.
In this paper, we present a practical algorithm to improve tracking performance for repetitive path following that
leverages the combination of model learning (to efficiently
make predictions of the cost associated with a sequence of
control actions) with cost learning (to account for systematic
changes in the accuracy of these predictions). Intuitively, this
is like how humans practice driving to understand how a car
handles, but drive at a reasonable speed where we understand
the cost/risk of our actions; our approach increases the cost
of taking actions where the model under-estimates the cost
of taking that action. Second, we show how this algorithm
can be integrated seamlessly with a state-of-the-art pathfollowing controller based on stochastic MPC which can
account for model uncertainty. Finally, we demonstrate the
proposed algorithm in both simulation and experiment and
provide a thorough analysis of the effect of the proposed
algorithm on several aspects of controller performance.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a ground robot performing a repetitive path
following task using stochastic MPC and a model learning algorithm to adapt to changes in dynamics. In reality,
the robot state s evolves according to dynamics htrue (·).
However, we only have access to an approximate dynamics
model h(·) that depends on s and control actions u and has
accuracy that varies over the length of the path. Let `(s, u)
be the non-negative scalar cost associated with applying u
in state s and Vf (s) be the non-negative scalar cost of the
final state in the horizon of length H. In addition, let s and
u be constrained to be within the sets S and U with a small
acceptable probability of violating these constraints s and
u . The resulting receding horizon control problem solved at
each sampling time k is then:
min
s̄,ū

s.t.

Vf (s̄H ) +

H−1
X

`(s̄k+i , ūk+i )

(1)

i=0

sk+i+1 = h(sk+i , uk+i ),

i = 0...H − 1, (2)

p(sk+i+1 ∈ S) ≥ 1 − s ,

i = 0...H − 1, (3)

u

p(ui ∈ U) ≥ 1 −  ,

i = 0...H − 1, (4)

N (s̄k , Σss
k ),

(5)

sk ∼

where the state sk is given with a mean s̄k and covariance
Σss
k . The decision variable is the mean of the state s̄ and the
input ū, which we also use for computing the cost (1).
The goal of our approach is to minimize the cost (1)
incurred in closed loop when htrue (·) 6= h(·) .
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present our approach and how it
fits into a state-of-the-art Stochastic MPC formulation that
includes online model learning [7]. Our approach is based
on modelling the difference between the cost (1) over the
prediction horizon predicted using the approximate model
for robot dynamics (2) and the cost actually incurred over
the horizon. By parametrizing this difference in terms of a
variable that can be controlled, we enable the controller to

automatically adjust vehicle behaviour to reduce the impact
of model mismatch on minimizing the cost function (1)
in closed loop. We also use a measure of similarity to
previous traversals of the path to construct a local cost
correction model using the most relevant data. In this paper,
we calculate cost using the mean states and inputs. Our
approach would also apply if we used the expected value
of the cost because uncertainty predictions are also modelbased.
We denote scalars using lower-case characters and functions are followed by round brackets. Vectors are lowercase
boldface characters and matrices are uppercase boldface
characters.
A. Cost Prediction Error
Let the sampling time k refer to each time a control is
computed and timestep i refer to a point along the prediction
horizon at a given sampling time. At each sampling time k,
H−1
we compute the optimal sequence {sk+i+1 , uk+i }i=0 and
apply uk to the robot. After repeating this for H sampling
times, we have the actual states the robot visited and the
controls that were applied over the initial horizon at time k.
This gives us both the cost predicted at sampling time k for
the ith step in the horizon, `k,i , and the actual cost incurred
at sampling time k + i, `k+i,0 . We can then compute the cost
prediction error δ`k,i for sampling time k at timestep i:
`k+i,0 = `k,i +
|{z}
| {z }
actual

predicted

δ`k,i
|{z}

.

(6)

cost prediction error

We assume that the distribution of δ` depends on a
quantity a which can be predicted using the model for
robot dynamics and how far the timestep is along the
horizon, i. This results in a dataset {δ`k,i , ak,i } for each
timestep i = 1...H − 1 in the horizon at each sampling time
k = 0...N − H − 1.
In general, a should be related to a state of the vehicle that
affects model accuracy and can be altered using the control
inputs. For ground robots, factors that are hard to model often
become more significant as speed increases which makes
speed a natural candidate. This choice will be platformdependent and require some expert knowledge to choose
effectively. More variables can be included at the expense
of data efficiency.
B. Data Management
Let a run be defined as a complete traversal of the path.
Since we are considering a repetitive path-following task, we
store data {δ`k,i , ak,i } indexed by location along the path
and run number. This automatically encodes factors such as
local terrain properties (for ground vehicles) and local path
geometry that influence the cost prediction error.
C. Model for Cost Prediction Error
The main properties of δ`k,i (·) that we wish to capture
are: (i) the dependence on a which may be nonlinear, (ii)
heteroscedasticity since the predictions of cost may be more
or less precise depending on the value of a, and (iii) a
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Fig. 1: Example of δ` plotted as a function of forward speed
taken from an experiment in snowy conditions. The black dots are
samples, the solid blue line is the estimated mean from a model
δ`(·), and the dotted lines are upper and lower 2σ bounds. In
this case, the variance of δ` changes substantially between 1.5 and
2.5 m/s which can be incoroporated into the cost function for MPC
by augmenting the cost with an upper percentile (e.g. 2σ) of the
cost rather than the mean to discourage actions that produce a high
variance in cost prediction error.

E. Augmented MPC Cost Function
Now that we have a model for δ`(·) we can augment the
cost function used to compute the optimal control sequence
in (1). This results in the following cost function for MPC:
Vf (sH ) +

principled mechanism to weight data from previous runs
according to a measure of similarity to the current run. One
model that has these properties is the mixture of experts [23].
Specifically, we will consider a mixture of experts based on
Bayesian linear regression where each expert is fit to data
from one run c. Predictions for δ`k,i (dropping subscripts
for compactness) are made using:
X
p(δ`|a) =
p(δ`|a, c)p(c|a),
(7)
c

p(δ`|a, c) =

+ ηc ,

H−1
X

`(sk+i , uk+i ) + δ`u (ak+i )

(11)

i=0

where δ`u is an upper percentile of p(δ`|a). See Fig. 1 for
a visualization of what the cost function may look like and
how using different percentiles change the additional cost.
Our main contribution in this paper is to learn δ`(·) and
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on a robot in
changing conditions.
F. Model Learning

where each expert is:
wcT a

(10)

where med(·) is the median. Here, we have departed from the
conventional assumption that data is i.i.d. (which would lead
to med(·) being replaced by a product). Our main motivation
−
was that this produced more consistent estimates of p(c|Dδ`
)
in experiment.

0
0.0

j = 0...n

ηc ∼

N (0, σc2 ),

(8)

Here, we give a brief summary of the approach for learning
robot dynamics used in this paper. For a detailed description,
see [7]. We consider (2) to be of the form:

and the gating function is a mixture of Gaussians:
p(c|a) ∝ p(a|c)p(c),

sk+1 = sk + dtgk (sk ) + η k ,
(9)

where p(a|c) is a Gaussian describing the density of a for
run c and p(c) is the prior probability of observing data from
the same distribution as run c. Parameters wc and σc2 are
updated continuously and so depend on k. Property (i) can
be achieved through the feature a (which can be a nonlinear
transformation of the state) and the mixing weights, (ii) is
achieved since each expert c can have a different variance,
σc2 , and (iii) can be achieved through setting the prior p(c)
based on recent observations, which will be discussed in
the next section. To account for the fact that cost prediction
error varies over the prediction horizon (generally increasing
further into the future as prediction error accumulates), we
partition the horizon into multiple sections and fit a separate
mixture model to each grouping of i.
D. Cost-based Mode Inference
We assume that δ` is dependent on a and i, which
can be measured directly, and additional factors cannot
be measured
directly which we will call the mode. Let

−
− n
Dδ`
= δ`−
,
a
j
j j=0 be the n most recent measurements
of predicted cost error from the current run for a particular

η k ∼ N (0, Σηk ),

(12)

where gk (·) is partially known ahead of time and the
timestep dt is fixed and known. Each component gk (·)
of gk (·) that is unknown is learned independently using
Bayesian linear regression (BLR):
gk (sk ) = wkT sk + ηk ,

(13)

where the joint distribution for wk and σk2 is a NormalInverse-Gamma distribution. Parameters wk and σk2 are determined given observations of gk and sk . The prior for wk
and σk2 is updated at each sampling time using data from
the current run; the posterior is computed using data from
previous runs weighted by the similarity of the robots recent
dynamics to the robots dynamics in each previous run over
the recent section of the path.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section outlines how we apply our method to the
Clearpath Grizzly shown in Fig. 2. See http://tiny.
cc/cost-model-learning for a video of our experiments.
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Fig. 2: The Clearpath Grizzly in nominal (left) and loaded configurations (right). The mass of the bags of gravel was 133 kg.

A. Robot Model
Let s = [x, y, θ, v, ω]T , be the 2D position, heading, forward speed and turn rate of the robot, and u =
[v cmd , ω cmd ]T be the commanded forward speed and turn
rate of the robot. We model the dynamics of s, h(·), as a
unicycle with first order dynamics for the forward speed and
the turn rate:

  


vk cos θk
xk+1
xk
 yk+1   yk 


vk sin θk

  


 θk+1  =  θk  + dt 
.
ω
(14)
k

  
 cmd

 vk+1   vk 
 [vk , vk ]wkv + ηkv 
ωk+1
ωk
[ωkcmd , ωk ]wkω + ηkω
2
2
). We learn wkv ,
) and ηkω ∼ N (0, σω,k
where ηkv ∼ N (0, σv,k
2
ω
2
σv,k , wk , and σω,k using the method covered in Sec. III-F.

B. Implementation
Our algorithm was implemented in C++ on an Intel i7 2.70
GHz 8 core processor with 16 GB of RAM. Our controller
relies on a vision-based system, Visual Teach and Repeat
[24], for localization, which runs on the same laptop. The
controller runs at 10 Hz with a three second look-ahead
discretized by 30 points. The optimization problem (1)-(4)
is solved as a sequential quadratic program and re-linearized
three times, taking an average of 45 ms. We use a quadratic
penalty for `(·) where the weights on tangential, lateral,
heading, speed, and turn rate error are 100, 200, 100, 2,
and 2 respectively. The weights on deviation of commanded
speed, turn rate, and reference speed from their references
are 1, 1, and 40 respectively. The weights on rate of change
of commands in the same order are 10, 15, and 5.
The proposed cost error model is updated at 5 Hz in a
separate thread from the controller. This keeps the most
computationally expensive step of the proposed approach,
fitting the model, separate from the control loop. For all
experiments, we use a = v 2 because we expect similar cost
prediction error driving forwards and backwards. We partition the horizon into two segments for all of our experiments.
V. EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm
in experiment, we tested our algorithm on a Clearpath
Grizzly driving in various outdoor environments. For all
figures showing a distribution of a quantity, we show the
25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles.
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Fig. 3: Sum of cost prediction error over the horizon at each
sampling time superimposed for 6 runs. Distance along the path in
meters is marked in red. For reference, the actual cost over the horizon ranges from 300 to 8000 depending on the section of the path.
The cost prediction error is consistently large over a bumpy section
of the path and around a sharp turn near the end of the path. The
vehicle has limited suspension so driving over the bumpy section of
the path produces significant disturbances that are hard to model.
See our video: http://tiny.cc/cost-model-learning.

A. Cost Learning vs. Model Learning
In this experiment, we compare the effectiveness of model
learning and cost learning separately to the combination of
both. Cost learning alone means that the vehicle uses a
fixed model for the robot dynamics that is fit using previous
data but learns δ`(·). Model learning alone means that the
controller uses the online model learning algorithm presented
in [7] and δ`(·) = 0. The combination means that both
the model and cost are learned online over the course of
the run. For these experiments, we use the mean value of
δ`(·) to augment the MPC cost function (11). We drove the
vehicle 6 times around a 73 m course (shown in Fig. 3).
The two main sources of model error in this case are a
bumpy section of the path, which causes significant but nonrepeatable disturbances at high speed, and a sharp turn, which
causes significant side-slip (not in the model) and skidding.
The vehicle was in the nominal configuration (see Fig. 2) for
these experiments.
To measure the effect of each component of the proposed
algorithm, we first look at differences in the control cost
along the path. In this experiment, the main effect of adding
cost learning is for the vehicle to slow down over the section
of the path with bumps and sharp turns. Fig. 4a shows that
the distribution of ` over each run is significantly lower when
using cost learning compared to model learning. Similarly,
Fig. 4b shows a lower cumulative cost to traverse the path
with cost learning compared to model learning. In both cases,
the combination of cost learning and model learning convergences to low cost in the fewest runs. In this experiment, we
used a good initial guess for the dynamics model–(14) with
parameters identified using data from similar conditions–so
cost learning alone achieved good results. For a different
initial guess, the best performance could be arbitrarily bad.
To gain insight into why, we investigate the effect of cost
learning on model accuracy. Intuitively, adding δ`(·) should
discourage the system from taking actions that result in high
model error since this leads to high cost prediction error.
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(a) The distribution of ` for each run. The combination of cost
and model learning converges to the lowest ` in the fewest
runs.
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Fig. 5: A comparison of the multi-step RMS Error (M-RMSE) and
Z-score (M-RMSZ) when using only model learning and cost
learning + model learning on the course shown in Fig. 3. The
addition of cost learning improves prediction accuracy (lower MRMSE) and uncertainty estimates (M-RMSZ closer to 1.0).
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(b) Cumulative cost to traverse the path by run. The combination of cost learning and model achieves the lowest cost in
the fewest run.
Fig. 4: A comparison of the cumulative cost and ` with cost
learning, model learning and cost learning + model learning
on the course shown in Fig. 3. Cost learning reduces the cost to
traverse the path, both in the average cost and cumulative cost, after
just three runs. When combined with model learning, it converges
after just one run. Model learning on its own is not sufficient to
achieve the same performance making little improvement in the
average cost and no improvement in the cumulative cost.

We measure prediction accuracy of the mean states over the
MPC horizon using Multi-step RMSE (M-RMSE) and of the
uncertainty using multi-step RMS Z-score (M-RMSZ). For
the speed v, the M-RMSE at sampling time k is calculated
by comparing the predicted mean at each timestep i along
the horizon v̄k,i to the measured mean at the corresponding
sample time v̄k+i,0 :
v
u
H
u1 X
(v̄k,i − v̄k+i,0 )2 ,
(15)
M-RMSEk = t
H i=1
and M-RMSZ is calculated the same way but each term in the
sum is normalized by the predicted variance σv2 k,i . Ideally,
M-RMSE would be low and M-RMSZ would be around one.
Figure 5 shows the M-RMSE and RMSZ for speed over
the course of 6 runs with model learning vs. model and
cost learning. The combination of cost and model learning
reduces the average M-RMSE for speed and turn rate by
50% and 46% respectively and reduces the number of times
that the M-RMSZ jumps significantly above one.
While using a richer model may improve prediction accuracy, cost correction provides a means of adapting the
vehicle’s behaviour in cases where the dynamics model
accuracy varies along the path which is useful for driving
in challenging off-road conditions.
B. Cost-based Mode Inference
In the previous section, we showed that cost learning
reduces the cost of traversing a path when the dynamics were

the same between runs. For the experiments in this section,
we changed the robot dynamics between runs by adding or
removing a payload of gravel bags (see Fig. 2). The path was
similar to the one shown in Fig. 3. For these experiments, we
used a fixed dynamics model and only vary whether or not
mode inference (Sec III-D) is enabled to isolate the effect
of this component of the algorithm. When mode inference
−
is not enabled, p(c|Dδ`
) is uniform.
First, we investigate whether the mode inference recommends runs where the vehicle was in a similar configuration.
Figure 6a shows the predicted cost error for 15 traversals
of the path coloured by vehicle configuration. Here, we see
that adding payload increased δ` between 40 and 60 m when
the vehicle was turning sharply. The proposed algorithm
correctly infers that δ` is the most similar to runs when the
vehicle is in the same configuration as the live run, especially
between 45 and 65 m (e.g. see Fig. 6b for the estimated
probability of each run during run 10 when the vehicle
was in the nominal configuration). There is a slight delay
because the algorithm uses a sliding window of previous
−
experiences to estimate p(c|Dδ`
). Finally, Fig. 6c shows that
the algorithm consistently selects the majority of experiences
from a run where the vehicle was in a similar configuration
with the exception of run 6, which is the first run in the
nominal configuration. Runs in a different configuration from
−
the live run receive high p(c|Dδ`
) some fraction of the time,
however Fig. 6a and 6b show that this is over sections of
the path when δ` is similar between configurations so this
would have little impact on the model δ`(·).
Second, we show that including mode inference makes a
difference to the control performance over the section of the
path where the cost prediction error is different between the
two configurations (between 40 and 60 m along the path).
Figure 7a shows that the distribution of ` incurred over
the path is lower when mode inference is enabled after the
algorithm has one run in each configuration. Figure 7b shows
that the cumulative cost to traverse the path from 40-60 m
is also reduced when mode inference is enabled after the
vehicle has completed one run in each configuration.
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(a) Distribution of the sum of δ` over the
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(b) Estimated p(c|Dδ`
) for each previous
run when the vehicle was in the nominal
configuration, during run 10. Each line is
coloured by the actual vehicle configuration during that previous run.
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Fig. 6: The vehicle was driven for 15 runs alternating between the loaded and nominal configuration. The sum of cost prediction error
along the horizon at each sampling time, depicted in (a), shows that the cost prediction error differs significantly between 40 and 60 m
along the path, which corresponds to a sharp turn. Over this section of the path, (b) shows that during run 10, when the vehicle was in
the nominal configuration, mode inference correctly identifies that runs in the nominal configuration are more similar since those runs are
−
−
assigned a higher p(c|Dδ`
). Finally, (c) shows that the run with the highest p(c|Dδ`
) consistently came from a run with the vehicle in the
same configuration as the live run with the exception of run 6 when the vehicle has no previous experience in the nominal configuration.
Mixing experience from different configurations is acceptable when the cost prediction error is similar for both configurations since the
resulting model δ`(·) will therefore also be similar.
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(a) The distribution of ` incurred over each traverse of the path
with and without mode inference enabled. After run 6, when
the vehicle has experience from both configurations, adding
mode inference consistently lowers the step cost throughout
the run.
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(b) The cumulative cost for the vehicle to go from 40-60 m.
Including mode inference for learning the cost prediction error
consistently improves performance after the algorithm has
experience in each configuration.
Fig. 7: A comparison of the distribution of ` and the cumulative
cost to traverse the path shown with mode inference compared
to using all previous data to construct δ`(·). Adding experience
recommendation consistently reduces the cost after run 6, when the
vehicle has experience from both configurations.

C. State Dependent Measurement Noise in Simulation
In addition to model error, measurement noise can also
contribute to cost prediction error since the measured state
provides the initial condition for rolling out the sequence of
control actions over the prediction horizon. Figure 8 shows
how the proposed algorithm reduces the cost to traverse the
path when we added zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance
proportional to v 2 over a straight section of the path. The
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Fig. 8: Results of enabling the cost learning in simulation with
speed dependent noise. The system learns to drive slowly over the
section of path with speed dependent noise to reduce the associated
cost.

model for robot dynamics was otherwise perfect. We used
the upper 2σ bound on the cost prediction error to augment
the cost function to account for the random nature of the
cost induced by the noise. The algorithm learns that there is
a large additional cost associated with driving quickly over
this section of the path so reduces the speed (Fig. 8b) and,
consequently, the cost (Fig. 8a).
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new method combining cost
and model learning for a ground robot performing a repetitive
path-following task. We demonstrated in simulation and
experiment that the combination of model and cost learning
out-performed either component separately. While model
learning is effective if the form of the dynamics is known or
there is sufficient data to train a complex model, cost learning
is useful when the dependence of model accuracy is known
but the form of the dynamics is not or data is scarce. By
combining both, we can improve performance when form
of the dynamics is known (model learning) and avoid states
that induce higher cost than predicted (cost learning). We
encourage the reader to watch our video at http://tiny.
cc/cost-model-learning showing the experiments
conducted in this paper.
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